ITEM | MATERIAL
--- | ---
MIXING VALVE BODY | STAINLESS STEEL
COMPONENTS | N/A
BACKPLATE / RACK | STAINLESS STEEL
HOSE | N/A
NOZZLE | N/A

LOCATION CONNECTION
STEAM IN CONNECTION | 3/4" NPT
WATER IN CONNECTION | 3/4" NPT
OUTLET | 3/4" NPT

STEAM IN | WATER IN

\[ \frac{0.5}{13} \times 4 \text{ PLCS} \]

\[ 7.3 \text{ REF [185]} \]

\[ 5.5 \text{ TYP [140]} \]

\[ 3.9 \text{ REF [98]} \]

\[ 3.5 \text{ REF [88]} \]

\[ 7.7 \text{ REF [194]} \]

\[ 8.1 \text{ REF [205]} \]
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